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Abstract
We tackle the challenge of reliably determining the geo-location of nodes in decentralized networks, considering adversarial settings and without depending on any trusted landmarks. In particular, we consider active adversaries that control a subset of nodes, announce false locations and strategically manipulate measurements. To address this problem we propose, implement and evaluate VerLoc, a system that allows verifying the claimed geo-locations of network nodes in a fully decentralized manner. VerLoc securely schedules roundtrip time (RTT) measurements between randomly chosen pairs of nodes. Trilateration is then applied to the set of measurements to verify claimed geo-locations. We evaluate VerLoc both with simulations and in the wild using a prototype implementation integrated in the Nym network (currently run by thousands of nodes). We find that VerLoc can localize nodes in the wild with a median error of 60 km, and that in attack simulations it is capable of detecting and filtering out adversarial timing manipulations for network setups with up to 20% malicious nodes.

1 Introduction
Whenever network applications depend on specific locations for service nodes, they also depend on truthful location information [11, 51]. As GeoIP databases are not always reliable [18, 37, 44], active localization approaches that use timing measurements to derive geo-location have been proposed in prior work. Systems like Spotter [31], Octant [52], or constraint-based geo-location [21, 25, 30] send timing probes to targets from trusted landmarks that have a known location [13, 15]. Combining the timing measurements obtained by the set of landmarks allows to narrow down the location of the target. While this allows for predictions up to street-level granularity [12, 50], landmark-based systems rely on a trusted setup. Spotter and Co. depend on accurate ground truth information for landmark locations, as well as on honest accurate reporting of timing measurements by the landmarks. Such systems are neither robust to malicious landmarks that lie about their location or obtained measurements, nor to malicious targets that strategically manipulate timing measurements by, e.g., delaying responses to certain timing probes. This makes these solutions inadequate for decentralized settings that may be subject to adversarial conditions.

A scheme that allows to verify geo-location in networks in a fully decentralized manner – without relying on trusted landmarks or measurements – can be useful in a variety of scenarios. Here we highlight two use cases. First, overlay anonymous communication networks such as Tor 1 and Nym 2 route user connections through relays in multiple jurisdictions to protect against adversaries who have monitoring and coercion powers within a zone of adversarial control. Location diversity strengthens security, as it becomes harder to monitor, compromise or censor the full network [48]. Ensuring location diversity when routing a connection requires reliable geo-location information. However, prior work demonstrates that available solutions sometimes result in incorrect location information, e.g., 194 out of 6042 Tor relays were found to be in a different country than the one indicated by their GeoIP entry [27]. We can thus see that misleading location information is not only a theoretical possibility, and may even be actively used to obfuscate the whereabouts of network nodes. In addition to supporting geographic diversity, publicly verifiable node locations enable other functionalities dependent on accurate location data, such as location-aware anonymous routing policies that reduce end-to-end latency by favouring routes that travel a smaller distance [3, 40].

Second, location diversity is also important for resilience purposes in peer-to-peer networks that jointly maintain a blockchain, such as Bitcoin 3. The concentration of network servers in certain geo-locations makes the network vulnerable to regional events, including natural disasters [54] as well as politically motivated interventions [8]. A method to reliably verify peer locations in a fully decentralized manner would enable such permissionless networks to incentivize location...
diversification, while ensuring that malicious peers cannot take advantage by faking their location. In particular, node locations can serve as one of the variables in the delegation criteria in systems based on delegated proof of stake [26].

These functionalities are compelling not just from an academic standpoint. The Nym network [14] has already integrated and deployed a prototype implementation of VerLoc that Nym mix nodes run twice a day. Nym wants to verify node locations to be able to enable in the future: (1) routing policy constraints to ensure routes traverse multiple jurisdictions and better protect from nation-state adversaries, (2) lower-latency location-aware routing, and (3) incentives for global location diversification via rewards and delegation of stake (e.g., premium reward rates for nodes located in geographical areas with lower node density). At the time of writing 3460 nodes have upgraded to the VerLoc-enabled version. We take advantage of this experimental prototype implementation to collect measurements and validate VerLoc’s performance in the wild.

Contribution. VerLoc tackles the challenge of verifying geolocations in a fully decentralized network without trusted authorities or landmarks, where up to 20% of the network may be actively malicious. To do so, VerLoc uses a novel timing-based verification algorithm that is robust to network noise and can withstand strategic adversarial manipulation. VerLoc securely schedules Round Trip Time (RTT) measurements so that the adversary cannot influence randomized assignments. Based on pairwise RTT measurements, VerLoc applies trilateration to estimate the geo-location of nodes and verify their claimed whereabouts. VerLoc uses a broadcast channel to enable all nodes to share the information needed to verify all geo-locations. The measurement overhead involves sending a few thousand pings, and it remains constant as the network grows, while the data processing and storage overhead grows linearly with the number of nodes (by 200 B per node).

As preliminary step, we conduct an empirical study to derive a realistic network propagation model that accounts for the effects of dynamic routing, congestion, and other naturally occurring noise. This propagation model enables VerLoc to convert measured times into geographical distances while accounting for the effects of noise on the confidence intervals.

We first assess VerLoc’s performance baseline in the absence of active adversaries, i.e., considering that all network nodes honestly report their location and measurements. We conduct extensive simulations to evaluate the performance of VerLoc under different conditions and understand the effects of parameters that affect the accuracy of the results. We present results for a challenging deployment scenario and show that even in sub-optimal conditions VerLoc is able to localize nodes within a median error range of 103 km and verify with accuracy 92% the country where a node is located. Repeating the experiments in the wild provides even better results, with a median localization error of 60 km. We then evaluate VerLoc against an adversary that controls a subset of nodes, considering that malicious nodes may lie about their location, report fake timing measurements, and even manipulate pairwise measurements by delaying responses. We introduce a confidence score that qualifies location verification decisions and show that the score is effective for accurately distinguishing between true (honest) and false (adversarial) reported locations. We find that adversaries need to control more than 20% of nodes to begin to degrade the location verification accuracy for honest nodes, and more than 30% to trick VerLoc into accepting fake locations.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Problem Statement

We consider a network of servers, which we refer to as nodes, that are geographically disperse and work together to enable a service, e.g., the relays that constitute the Tor network or the peers that are part of the Bitcoin network. Note that the network may provide services to end clients that do not publicize their contact and location information or take part in the verification process. We consider that only the nodes that form the network infrastructure participate in the VerLoc protocols.

Network nodes announce their geographical location and conduct a limited number of pairwise RTT measurements that they also broadcast. Based on the set of claimed locations and pairwise measurements, VerLoc allows everyone to verify all the claimed locations in a fully decentralized manner. VerLoc is designed to function in an adversarial environment where a subset of malicious nodes coordinate to claim false locations. The goal of VerLoc is to distinguish between true and false locations with high accuracy, even in the face of random network noise and active adversaries that control a subset of colluding nodes. Considering an adversary that claims false node locations and manipulates reported measurements, VerLoc’s main security goals can be formulated as follows: first, an adversarial node \( n_a \) at geo-location \( l_a \) cannot successfully claim being at a distant location \( l'_a \) (e.g., that is in a different country); and second, honest nodes that correctly follow the protocols and report truthful information are successful in verifying their geo-location.

Network model. We model the network as a set of \( N \) nodes \( n_i \) with \( i = 1..N \). Each node \( n_i \) broadcasts a descriptor with its public key \( pk_i \), its network address \( IP_i \), and its geographical location \( loc_i \) (ideally with an error of less than 10 km), specified by latitude and longitude. This information is periodically broadcast and nodes are ‘committed’ to their keys, address and location until the next update. We also assume that it is possible for any two nodes \( n_i \) and \( n_j \) to communicate directly via the Internet, i.e., the network graph is fully connected.

Broadcast channel. We assume that each node knows the full set of \( N - 1 \) other nodes, with their node descriptors (including \( pk_i, IP_i \), and \( loc_i \)). This may be achieved in different ways. In anonymous communication networks this informa-
Combining transmission times measured from Nodes in the network probe a subset of other Timing probes. VerLoc thus requires a broadcast channel. We propose using a blockchain that acts as a public, append-only log maintained in a decentralized manner by the nodes. Note however that this blockchain can be replaced by any technology that provides secure broadcast with Byzantine fault-tolerance [32]. The key security features required by VerLoc from the channel are integrity and availability, i.e., that once uploaded, information is publicly available to all participants and cannot be altered. Node descriptors must be digitally signed to ensure that they have been generated by the node associated to the descriptor’s public key and have not been altered by others. In turn, the list of descriptors of the nodes that constitute the network for a period of time is jointly signed by the entities maintaining the broadcast channel. We assume all participants can authenticate the channel without being tricked into believing that a separate channel (controlled by the adversary) is the authentic one containing VerLoc’s information. Furthermore we assume that it is not possible for the adversary to censor participant’s read or write access to the channel, i.e., all nodes are able to broadcast their descriptor and measurements, and to read the descriptors and measurements of all the other nodes.

**Epochs.** We consider that nodes commit to being available at a location for a finite amount of time. The network is updated periodically, e.g. every few hours, with the epoch length being dependent on the expected churn in the network. Before the start of an epoch, nodes broadcast their updated keys, addresses and locations. The VerLoc protocols run during the epoch and produce results that enable identifying malicious nodes and possibly excluding them from the next epoch.

**Timing information.** VerLoc relies on timing information to estimate locations, using the relation between measurable transmission times and geographical distances between nodes, which is bound by the speed of light. More precisely, the transmission time defines the area that can be reached within that amount of time – with larger distances being impossible to reach, as that would imply transmissions speeds that are faster than light.

**Timing probes.** Nodes in the network probe a subset of other nodes and measure the round trip time (RTT), i.e., the time elapsed between sending a request and receiving a response. These pairwise measurements do not require any central authority and can be conducted using existing protocols such as the Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP).

**Trilateration.** Combining transmission times measured from reference points situated in different directions allows to narrow down the location of a node. As all nodes measure various other nodes in VerLoc, there is redundancy in the overall set of network measurements. This redundancy allows to detect inconsistencies created by the malicious activity of adversarial nodes, as well as distortions introduced by exceptionally bad network conditions.

**Inference of geographical coordinates.** Based on all the claimed node locations and reported timing measurements, VerLoc estimates the most likely geographical coordinates (latitude, longitude) of each node and checks the distance to the node’s claimed location.

**Most likely geographical zone.** We consider that space may be divided into countries, regions, zones, or any other territorial division, with each location (and therefore each node) belonging to precisely one zone. In addition to the most likely geographical coordinates, VerLoc computes the probability that a node is located within a zone.

**Confidence scores.** Finally, VerLoc compares the set of empirically measured propagation times with the times one would expect given the locations claimed by all nodes and the propagation model. This is used to define a confidence score that expresses the discrepancy between expected and measured times. A low confidence score is indicative that a node localization result (coordinates as well as zone) may be wrong and possibly malicious.

### 2.2 Information Propagation Model

Considering propagation speed, the transmission time between two nodes is proportional to the distance between them. However, network effects introduce noise and variance in the transmission speed, and consequently error when estimating nodes’ locations from measured times. To provide real-world capabilities, VerLoc must be robust to realistic levels of noise and account for the actual speed function in the underlying Internet. We conduct experiments where we measure the timings of Internet transmissions between servers placed in different locations around the world. From these experiments we distill a realistic propagation model that is shown in Figure 1. The steps we took to derive this model are explained in detail in Appendix A. Note that the propagation model is pre-computed once and provided as a component of VerLoc. While a better model can be created with a larger number of measurements, once it is obtained it does not need to be updated until the Internet infrastructure undergoes a significant enough update to change its overall propagation characteristics.

We find that transmission speed is, in practice, more complex than a simple constant due to background noise caused by varying transmission medium characteristics, asymmetric and dynamic routing, congestion, and a host of other effects. As shown in Figure 1, propagation speed and background noise depend on end-to-end distance. By applying a fitting function, we can model the scattered and noisy transmission speeds as an estimate $f(x)$ that provides us the most likely propagation speed for a given distance $x$. The speed function $f(x)$ (and its inverse $f^{-1}(t)$, which converts times to distances) is used
to estimate node locations (§3.3.1) and compute confidence scores (§3.3.3). Furthermore, the variance of observed times for similar distances allows us to capture background noise characteristics. We find that noise is lower for longer transmissions. To account for this effect, we compute a noise weight that we later use for localization.

Our propagation model is based on real-world data and therefore captures the actual transmission characteristics of the Internet. We base our simulation experiments on this model, and thus our sampled transmission times incorporate congestion latency and variance due to dynamic routing that is characteristic of the Internet.

3 System Concept

In this section we introduce the architecture and core system components of VerLoc. We explain how the measurement component schedules the random selection of references and the symmetric timing measurements, and how the localization and verification component analyzes the measured timings to produce location verification results.

3.1 System Components

As illustrated in Fig. 2, VerLoc consists of a measurement component (green) that outputs timing measurements for selected pairs of nodes, and a location verification component (blue) that analyzes those timings to estimate the locations of network nodes. In addition, the nodes collaboratively maintain a publicly accessible broadcast channel [32], allowing all nodes to broadcast their information and access the information broadcast by others. This makes the verification process fully decentralized, as everyone can locally compute localization results based on broadcast data. The blockchain stores the public network parameters, the node descriptors (public key, IP address, claimed location), a per-epoch random beacon, and the reported RTT measurements.

3.2 Measurement component

The measurement component involves three tasks that are executed by all network nodes:

1. Schedule Measurements. In each epoch, the network derives nodes’ reference sets, which determine the schedule of pairwise measurements, using as seed a random beacon [46] (§3.2.1).

2. Perform Measurements. Nodes conduct pairwise measurements according to the scheduled reference sets by sending timing probes and recording the observed RTT (§3.2.2).

3. Upload Measurements. Nodes broadcast the minimum measured RTT for each node in their reference set (§3.2.3).

3.2.1 Schedule Measurements

VerLoc is designed to function in a fully decentralized fashion, without relying on any trusted authorities or third parties, and with all nodes performing the same tasks. To provide robustness, it is crucial that the reference sets are chosen in a way that cannot be biased by an adversary. Otherwise, the adversary may manipulate and exploit reference sets, e.g., selecting adversarial reference sets to successfully verify false locations and reject true locations. To prevent this, VerLoc assigns reference sets pseudorandomly.

VerLoc’s reference set construction algorithm scales to arbitrarily large networks while maintaining a constant (rather than quadratic) complexity in terms of the number of measurements conducted per node. As shown in Sect. 4.3, the localization accuracy of VerLoc increases with the number of references per node, but the improvement has diminishing returns and, after a certain point, additional references consume resources without significantly improving performance.
We empirically determine that the best tradeoff is between 40 and 80 references per node, and use those values in our experiments.

**Reference Set Construction.** Reference sets are derived from the node’s public keys \( pk_i \) and a random beacon \( x \) that is jointly computed by nodes and published in the blockchain once all public keys have been committed. Alternatively, the random beacon may be obtained from an external source of randomness [29], e.g., the hash of the first bitcoin block published after the start of the epoch. The beacon must only become available once all nodes have committed to their public keys and are ready for a new run of the VerLoc protocol. The key security requirements are that the same \( x \) is available to all nodes, and that the adversary can neither determine the value of \( x \), nor predict it before committing to its node public keys. Given \( x \), everyone can derive a random hash \( h_i \) for node \( i \) as: \( h_i := H(x||pk_i) \), where \( H() \) is a hash function [5].

We denote as \( R_i \) the reference set of node \( n_i \). Given \( h_i \), nodes follow Algorithm 1 to derive an initial set of \( t \) references to be included in \( R_i \). These \( t \) references are only a part of a node’s reference set \( R_i \). In VerLoc, references are symmetric, meaning that \( n_j \in R_i \iff n_i \in R_j \). Note that \( n_j \) can verify that \( n_i \) correctly selected it, using \( h_i \) and Algorithm 1. Nodes complete their reference set \( R_i \) following Algorithm 2.

**Algorithm 1** Derive initial reference set \( R_i \) for node \( n_i \)

\[
R_i := \emptyset \\
y := h_i \\
\text{while } |R_i| < t \text{ do} \\
r := y \mod N; \\
\text{if } r \notin R_i \text{ and } r \neq n_i \text{ then} \\
R_i.add(r) \\
\text{end if} \\
y := Hash(y) \\
\text{end while} \\
\text{return } R_i
\]

**Algorithm 2** Complete reference set \( R_i \)

\[
\text{for } j = 1..N \text{ do} \\
\text{if } n_j \notin R_i \text{ and } n_i \in R_j \text{ then} \\
R_i.add(n_j) \\
\text{end if} \\
\text{end for} \\
\text{return } R_i
\]

With this algorithm, the complete reference set \( R_i \) will have a variable size depending on the instance, as it is the sum of two components: the \( t \) references (constant number) derived from \( h_i \), and an additional \( t' \) references (variable number) that are derived from all the other \( h_j, i \neq j \). Note that the \( t \) nodes that are already included in \( R_i \) do not add any new reference to \( R_i \) even if \( n_i \in R_j \). Given the network size \( N \) and the number of references \( t \), a new node \( n_j \notin R_i \) is added to \( R_i \) with probability \( \frac{t}{N} \), and this applies to all the \( N - t \) nodes that are not in the initial \( R_i \). The probability of \( t' \) taking a certain value \( k \) thus follows a binomial distribution:

\[
Pr \left[ t' = k; N - t, \frac{t}{N} \right] = \binom{N - t}{k} \cdot \left( \frac{t}{N} \right)^k \cdot \left( 1 - \frac{t}{N} \right)^{N-t-k}
\]

(1)

We select the parameter \( t \) to ensure that with overwhelming probability all \( N \) nodes have sufficient \( t + t' \) references.

**Symmetric Measurements.** We use symmetric measurements for two reasons. First, they help leveling out noise and effects of asymmetric routing, as the timing \( RTT(n_i \rightarrow n_j) \) might differ from \( RTT(n_j \rightarrow n_i) \). Moreover, burst noise in one direction does not necessarily occur in the other direction and thus averaging both directions improves the overall robustness to noise. Second, averaging the times measured in both directions improves the robustness of VerLoc not just towards random noise, but also active attacks. In settings where of two nodes involved in the measurement one is honest and the other malicious, the adversary could try to report a very short transmission time to manipulate (speed up) the average transmission time. Similarly, the average could be slowed down to a desired number by the adversary reporting a very large time. However, these attacks at manipulating the average are easily detectable by the confidence score (§3.3.3).

Speeding up the average transmission means that the adversary must contribute a measurement that is significantly too fast. Overly fast transmissions (faster than \( 2/3 \cdot c \)) violate the upper speed bound and decrease the confidence score. Reporting a measurement that is significantly too slow will violate the lower speed bound and also result in marking the measurement as unreliable. This lowers the confidence score for both the target and the adversary nodes, meaning that adversaries that lower the confidence score of honest nodes will cause their own confidence score to diminish in equal measure.

### 3.2.2 Conduct Measurements

Given a set of references \( R_i \) for node \( n_i \), VerLoc conducts pairwise measurements \( RTT(n_i \leftrightarrow r_j) \) and \( RTT(n_i \rightarrow r_j) \) between \( n_i \) and all its reference nodes \( r_j \in R_i \). A node \( n_i \) conducts a measurement \( RTT(n_i \rightarrow r_j) \) by sending timing probes to \( r_j \), to which \( r_j \) responds as fast as possible, and recording the round trip time (RTT) of the responses. In their simplest form, timing probes can be implemented, e.g., as ICMP echo requests.

**Freshness.** To guarantee freshness, the node that initiates the timing probe includes a locally generated random nonce. When using ICMP, it is possible to encode the nonce in the variable-length data field. The responding node has to copy this nonce in the response. This prevents adversaries from speeding up measurements. More precisely, it is always possible for a node to hold back the response to incoming probes,
increasing the RTT and faking a longer transmission distance (§5.1). By including an unpredictable nonce, an adversarial node cannot respond to an incoming probe before it arrives, which eliminates the capability to fake a shorter distance. The nonce can be hashed with a previously established shared secret to protect against man-in-the-middle adversaries (§5.6).

Multiple Probes and Minimum RTT. The number of timing probes sent between a pair of nodes to conduct one measurement strikes a tradeoff between measurement accuracy and overhead. Increasing the number of probes allows to better overcome high-frequency, high-delta noise at the cost of sending more messages and taking longer to complete the protocol. As with measurements taken to infer the propagation model, nodes take the minimum RTT of all the timing probes exchanged with another node as the least noisy value. In our experiments we use series of 200 probes and extract the minimum value for each \( RTT(n_i \rightarrow n_j) \).

3.2.3 Upload Measurements

Nodes broadcast the minimum measured RTT with each of their references. These measurements are the input for the localization and verification steps.

3.3 Localization and Verification

The analysis steps of VerLoc are executed by all nodes locally using the reported RTT measurements as input. VerLoc outputs three types of results for each node \( n_i \): (1) an estimate of its location coordinates \( \hat{loc}_i \), (2) a binary verification decision for the node’s claimed localization zone \( z_i \), and (3) a score \( c_i \) that indicates VerLoc’s confidence in the previous two results.

3.3.1 Estimate Location Coordinates

VerLoc uses a gradient descent algorithm to estimate the geographical location of \( n_i \). This optimization model is iterative and repeats three steps (illustrated in Figure 3) until it finds an estimated location \( \hat{loc}_i \) with minimum error. The process is based on the principle of trilateration [24, 27, 49] and defined as follows.

Define Candidate Location. In the first step, we compute the pairwise great circle distances \( dist \) between the claimed locations of nodes in the reference set \( r_j \in R_i \) and a possible candidate location \( \hat{loc}_i \) for node \( n_i \). Note that we assume that most nodes are non-adversarial and claim a correct location. The initial \( \hat{loc}_i \) is an educated guess for the location of \( n_i \) that is adjusted throughout the optimization steps to find the best result. The resulting vector \( dist \), of size \( R = |R_i| \), contains the distances between all references \( r_j \) and candidate \( \hat{loc}_i \).

Estimate Distances. We average measurements in both directions to estimate the distance between \( n_i \) and \( r_j \) (§3.2.1).

\[
RTT(n_i \leftrightarrow r_j) = \frac{RTT(n_i \rightarrow r_j) + RTT(n_i \leftarrow r_j)}{2} \tag{2}
\]

\( RTT(n_i \rightarrow r_j) \) and \( RTT(n_i \leftarrow r_j) \) are the minimum RTTs measured in each direction. As described in Section 2.2, we can translate transmission time into distance by applying the inverse speed function \( f^{-1}(t) \). This results in a second distance vector \( dist_{RTT} \) that contains \( f^{-1}(RTT(n_i \leftrightarrow r_j)) \) for \( r_j \in R_i \).

Apply Error Function. In the third step, we compare the candidate distances \( dist \) with the distances \( dist_{RTT} \) derived from the measured RTTs. The delta between both vectors \( \Delta(dist, dist_{RTT}) \) expresses the discrepancy between the reported RTTs and the candidate location \( \hat{loc}_i \). We apply the root-mean-square error (RMSE) as an error function to evaluate how consistent \( \hat{loc}_i \) is with the reported measurements. We use an iterative optimization to minimize the RMSE for possible values of \( \hat{loc}_i \):

\[
\arg\min_{\hat{loc}_i} \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{j=1}^{R} (\Delta_j \cdot \omega_j)^2}{R}} \tag{3}
\]

\( \Delta_j = |dist(\hat{loc}_i, r_j) - f^{-1}(RTT(n_i \leftrightarrow r_j))| \) is the difference between the candidate and the measured distances for reference \( r_j \), \( R \) is the number of references in \( R_i \), and \( \omega_j \) is a distance-dependent weighting factor that accounts for noise effects. We derive \( \omega_j \) empirically as part of the propagation model introduced in Section 2.2.
End Result. At the end of this process, we obtain a location estimate $loc_i$ that best fits the reported RTT measurements between $n_i$ and its references.

3.3.2 Verify Zone

In localization problems, the specific geographic coordinates are often part of an area that has a semantic significance, e.g., a country, jurisdiction, or zone under the control of a given actor. In this case, all the points within a zone are considered equivalent. In addition to the coordinates that best approximate the node’s location, VerLoc can ascertain whether the node is located within the zone $z_i$ that contains the claimed location $loc_i$. The process illustrated in Figure 4 consists of the following steps.

Derive Target Area. In a first step, VerLoc translates the measured RTTs into a vector of distances. Transmission speeds on the Internet range from 0.22 c to 0.67 c [25, 34]. In order to find the largest target area that could possibly meet the constraints of all measurements, we use an upper bound transmission speed of $2/3 \cdot c$ to compute the distance $\text{dist}_{\text{max}}(n_i \leftrightarrow r_j) = 2/3 \cdot c \cdot \text{RTT}(n_i \leftrightarrow r_j)$.

We sort the distances in ascending order and pick the first element in this list, i.e., the reference appearing to be closest to the target node $n_i$. We “draw a circle” around this first reference of radius $\text{dist}_{\text{max}}(n_i \leftrightarrow r_j)$. The circle describes the area that could have been reached in the measured time. This circle is an initial area where $n_i$ must be located, which is further narrowed down with each additional reference.

Shrink Target Area. We then proceed iteratively with the next references of the sorted list. For each reference $r_j$, we draw a new circle around $r_j$ of radius $\text{dist}_{\text{max}}(n_i \leftrightarrow r_j)$ and compute the intersection with the previous circles. In this iterative process, we narrow down the target area step by step and exit the process when new references do not shrink the target area any further. The approach is robust to network distortions, as occurrences of high background noise lead to longer distances $\text{dist}_{\text{max}}(n_i \leftrightarrow r_j)$, whose resulting intersections are not overly restrictive.

Apply Grid. In the final step, we apply a grid to the target area resulting from all intersections. We compute a likelihood score for each point in the grid based on $\Delta_j$, which expresses how consistent that point’s location is with the measured RTTs. We normalize the scores to obtain a probability distribution, and then sum the scores of the points within each zone that overlaps with the target area. The zone that accumulates the highest mass is then compared to the claimed zone for the verification decision. In the example shown in Figure 5 VerLoc would output a positive zone verification if the node has claimed to be in Italy, and negative otherwise. Note that it is also possible for VerLoc to output the probability score of each zone instead of just the zone with the maximum score.

3.3.3 Confidence Scores

Confidence scores express the degree to which measured RTTs are consistent with the claimed locations of all nodes given the propagation model. This allows to reject decisions where the evidence is inconclusive regarding the node’s location. In the following, we introduce the generic concept of confidence scores, whose parameters we later adjust to detect adversarial timing manipulations (§5).

Speed Bounds. We consider bounds $b_l$ and $b_u$ that define the minimum and maximum propagation speeds for a transmission. The upper bound $b_u = 2/3 \cdot c$ serves as a sanity check and describes the maximum transmission speed that we usually observe on the Internet. The lower bound $b_l$ is the lower 95% confidence bound of the speed fit (§2.2). A tolerance factor $\tau$ accounts for transmission noise that slows down packets beyond the considered speed limit:

$$b_l = l(x)(1 - \tau) \quad 0 \leq \tau \leq 1 \quad (4)$$

Apply Confidence Scores. Consider a target node $n_i$ with a set of references $r_j \in R_i$ and reported timings $\text{RTT}(n_i \rightarrow r_j)$ and $\text{RTT}(n_i \Leftarrow r_j)$ for each direction. The node’s confidence score $c_i$ represents the percentage of reference measurement pairs within bounds, with the highest possible score being 1 and the lowest 0. More precisely, we count a 1 for every pair of measurements that stays within the bounds and a 0 for every pair where at least one direction ($\text{RTT}(n_i \rightarrow r_j)$ or $\text{RTT}(n_i \Leftarrow r_j)$) violates at least one bound ($b_l$ or $b_u$). We then normalize the count dividing by the number of references $|R_i|$. A threshold can then be used to either accept or reject $n_i$’s localization results based on its confidence score $c_i$. In Section 5 we show how confidence scores can be used as countermeasure to distinguish benign from manipulated measurements.

4 Performance Baseline

We begin our evaluation of VerLoc with a study of its performance baseline in a non-adversarial simulation setup.

4.1 Experimental Setup

We evaluate VerLoc with simulations that account for the propagation characteristics of real-world networks. The procedure includes a preparation phase, where we randomly generate a network, and a simulation phase, where we apply VerLoc.

Preparation. We generate a network of $N$ nodes $n_i$, each of which has a randomly chosen true location $loc_i$ in a zone $z_i$ among fifteen of the most populated European countries: Germany, France, United Kingdom, Italy, Spain, Ukraine, Poland, Romania, Netherlands, Belgium, Czech Republic, Hungary, Austria, Switzerland, and Slovakia. Based on these randomly generated locations we generate a propagation matrix that contains pairwise timing measurements for all possible pairs.
of nodes in the network. We sample the transmission speeds, times, and noise from our empirical propagation model (§2.2).

**Simulation.** We first generate the set of references \( r_j \in R \) for each node \( n_i \). For this, we pick uniformly at random \( t \) references out of the available \( N - 1 \) nodes and extend the set to ensure that all measurements are symmetric (cf. Alg. 2). For each measurement pair we look up timings from the precomputed propagation matrix. We then apply the method described in Section 3.3.1 to estimate \( n_i \)'s location \( \hat{\text{loc}}_i \) and the method of Section 3.3.2 to verify its zone, as defined by country borders.

### 4.2 Metrics

We use two metrics to evaluate the performance baseline. First, we measure the location error of a node \( n_i \) as the great circle distance between the estimated and actual node locations, \( \text{dist}(\text{loc}_i, \hat{\text{loc}}_i) \). Second, we compute the zone verification rate as the fraction of nodes for which the highest weight zone matches the ground truth of the node's location zone.

### 4.3 Experiments

**Number of References.** As initial step to adjust VerLoc’s parameters, we analyze how the number of references influences node localization accuracy and zone verification rates. The number of references \( |R| \) of node \( n_i \) strikes a tradeoff between the overhead and performance of VerLoc. References must be picked randomly to prevent attacks. Thus, we cannot optimize the choice of \( R \) to maximize proximity to \( n_i \) or diversity of directions, which would increase localization accuracy. Increasing the number of references is the next best option to ensure diversity of measurement directions and to level out noise.

To find a suitable target number \( R \) of references, we compute the average location error and zone verification rate for different values of \( R \), and show the results in Figure 6. We observe a significant performance improvement in the range of \( R = 10 \) to \( R = 80 \) references, which then offers diminishing returns for larger values of \( R \). For our simulations we choose \( R = 80 \) as lower bound for the number of references, and set parameter \( t = 50 \) so that reference sets are larger than \( R = 80 \) in at least 98% of cases, i.e., \( |R| \geq R \) for most nodes (cf. Eq. 1). In the real-world experiments presented later (§6) we test both \( R = 40 \) and \( R = 80 \) and find that the difference in localization accuracy is less than 0.5 km.
that experiments in the wild outperform simulation results ($\S 6.2$), confirming that our simulations represent a particularly difficult deployment scenario.

## 5 Security Analysis

We consider an adversary that participates in the network with several malicious nodes. The adversary claims false locations (different from the nodes’ true physical locations) for a subset of those nodes and manipulates measurements consistently with the fake claimed locations. Claiming false locations undermines the localization and verification capabilities of $VerLoc$ compared to the baseline. We extend here the initial network model ($\S 2.1$) to account for adversarial setups.

### 5.1 Adversarial Timing Manipulations

We consider a network of $N$ nodes, of which a subset $A$ of nodes is adversarial, $A \subset N$. The adversary claims false locations $loc_k^A \neq loc_k$ for a subset $C$ of adversarial nodes, $C \subseteq A$. The adversary controls all nodes in $A$ and can thus manipulate timings whenever an adversarial node participates in a measurement.

Given a malicious target node $c_k \in C$ and its reference set $R_k$, there are three possible scenarios for the target and reference pairings $c_k \leftrightarrow r_j$.

**Perfect Manipulation.** A perfect manipulation is possible when both the target node $c_k$ and the reference $r_j \in R_k$ are under adversarial control, i.e., $c_k \in C$ and $r_j \in A$. In this case the adversary contributes spoofed times $RTT(c_k \rightarrow r_j)$ and $RTT(c_k \leftarrow r_j)$ for both directions. The spoofed timings match the expected propagation time for the claimed locations:

$$RTT(c_k \rightarrow r_j) = RTT(c_k \leftarrow r_j) = \frac{\text{dist}(loc_k^A, loc_j^A)}{f(\text{dist}(loc_k^A, loc_j^A))} \quad (5)$$

More precisely, the adversary first computes the distance between the claimed location $loc_k^A$ and the adversarial reference node $loc_j$. Note that $loc_j = loc_{j'}$ if $r_j \in A$ but $r_j \notin C$,
while $\text{loc}^A_k \neq \text{loc}_j$ if $r_j \in C$. This distance serves as an input to the empirical speed function $f(x)$ (cf. §2.2). We assume that all the parameters of $\text{VerLoc}$ are known to the adversary, who can apply the propagation model to compute timings that match the claimed distance. The adversary can slightly alter reported RTT values with noise to avoid submitting suspiciously identical numbers.

The following two scenarios cover cases in which the reference node is not adversarial, i.e., $c_k \in C$ but $r_j \notin A$.

**Slowing Down.** If the claimed location $\text{loc}^A_k$ of $c_k$ is further away from reference $r_j$ than the true location $\text{loc}_k$, i.e., if $\text{dist}(\text{loc}^A_k, \text{loc}_j) > \text{dist}(\text{loc}_k, \text{loc}_j)$, then it is possible for the adversary to slow down incoming timing probes $(c_k \leftarrow r_j)$. Slowing down means that the adversary delays its response to the incoming probe in order to bring the RTT $(c_k \leftarrow r_j)$ measured by $r_j$ close to the value that would be observed if $c_k$ was indeed placed in $\text{loc}^A_k$.

As in the previous case, we consider the adversary is able to tamper with timings in both directions to perfectly fit the claimed location. In one direction, the adversary contributes a spoofed timing, while in the other direction it adds latency to manipulate the timing reported by the (honest) reference node $r_j$.

**No Manipulation.** If the claimed location $\text{loc}^A_k$ of $c_k$ is closer to the benign reference $r_j$ than its true location $\text{loc}_k$, i.e., if $\text{dist}(\text{loc}^A_k, \text{loc}_j) < \text{dist}(\text{loc}_k, \text{loc}_j)$, then the adversary cannot manipulate the measurements taken and reported by $r_j$, as he cannot speed up probes [27] or reply before receiving the reference’s probe and seeing the included nonce.

### 5.2 Experimental Setup

In an adversarial setup, we are interested in the general system performance (accuracy of localization and zone verification rate) for honest nodes, as well as the number of successfully claimed false locations. To this end, we adjust the network setup and applied metrics.

**Network Setup.** As in the performance baseline experiments, we simulate networks of $N = 1000$ nodes placed in random locations across Europe and use a reference set size of $R = 80$.

We additionally define a subset $A$ of adversarial nodes that can manipulate measurements and a subset $C \subseteq A$ of nodes for which the adversary claims false locations. We randomly pick fake claimed locations but ensure that the falsely claimed location is in a different country than the actual location of the adversarial node.

We first run a simulation considering true locations for all nodes. We then substitute the propagation times for all measurements in which the adversary can either apply a perfect manipulation or slow down incoming timing probes. We reapply the localization and verification methods for all the nodes that were affected by the adversarial activities. This includes all nodes $c_k \in C$ with false claimed locations, but also all the benign nodes in their reference sets $R_k$. We do so to examine all the discrepancies that the adversary introduces when introducing bogus locations and measurements.

**Metrics.** To measure the performance of $\text{VerLoc}$ in an adversarial setup, we extend the initial performance metrics (§4.2) with a set of true/false, positive/negative results. In contrast to the benign setup, these results now include accept/reject decisions for individual nodes.

We denote a positive decision as an accept, i.e., a decision where the confidence score is sufficiently high; a negative is a rejected decision where the confidence falls below a defined threshold $\nu$. Furthermore, we treat a result as true whenever it matches the ground truth and as false when it contradicts the ground truth:

- **TP** A true positive decision denotes an accept for a node that reports its true location $\text{loc}_i \in z_i$, meaning that $\text{VerLoc}$ believes the node to be in the correct zone $z_i$.
- **TN** A true negative decision denotes a reject for an adversarial node claiming to be at a false location $\text{loc}^A_k \in z^A_k$ such that $z^A_k \neq z_i$.
- **FP** A false positive decision denotes an accept for a node with a false claimed location $\text{loc}^A_k \in z^A_k$, meaning that $\text{VerLoc}$ believes the node to be in the falsely claimed zone $z^A_k$.
- **FN** A false negative decision denotes a reject for a node whose claimed location $\text{loc}_i \in z_i$ was actually true.

In the following, we use a confidence score to identify fake node locations. We then analyze the attack performance for an increasing number of adversarial nodes to test the breaking point of the system.

### 5.3 Attack Success

In a first step, we analyze the success of the adversary in claiming false locations for some of its nodes, considering a network of $N = 1000$, where each has at least $R = 80$ randomly chosen references. To this end, we allow the adversary to control $|A| = 50$ randomly chosen nodes and evaluate the attack success for an increasing number of false location claims $|C| = 5..50$. Note that in the case of $|C| = 50$ the adversary is claiming false locations for all adversarial nodes, i.e., $C = A$.

We show the number of successfully verified false locations in Figure 8, where we can see that in the absence of countermeasures the adversary is successful between a third and half of the times.

### 5.4 Confidence Scores

To harden $\text{VerLoc}$ and mitigate the attack success, we use the confidence scores introduced previously (§3.3.3). We define a reject threshold $\nu$ to distinguish between benign and malicious location claims. We further define a tolerance factor $\tau$
to account for background noise that disturbs the end-to-end timings. These are the two main parameters that determine accept and reject decisions based on the confidence scores.

The tolerance factor $\tau$ defines how much noise is tolerated, i.e., it relaxes the lower bound $b_j$ on the speed, accepting even slower transmissions. Too many transmissions being too slow is precisely a distinguishing characteristic of false claimed locations. Whenever a false claimed location is closer to a reference $r_j$ than the true location, the adversary is unable to manipulate the measured timing to make it shorter. Consequently, the RTT reported by the reference $r_j$ will appear as a very slow (noisy) transmission.

The threshold $\upsilon$ defines the minimum decision confidence score required by VerLoc to accept a claimed location as verified. This parameter influences the tradeoff between false positive and false negative rates. An overly restrictive $\upsilon$ will reject many decisions, including those of benign nodes for which measurements are simply noisy. On the other hand, a very lax $\upsilon$ increases false positives, correctly verifying a larger number of honest node locations at the cost of also accepting some false locations as correct.

**Tolerance Factor ($\tau$).** To evaluate how the tolerance factor $\tau$ influences the overall performance of VerLoc, we test values in the range of $\tau = 0.005 \ldots 0.025$ considering a decision threshold $\upsilon = 0.2$. In our evaluation, we first study which configurations prevent the adversary from claiming any false location, i.e., cases in which $FP = 0$. We find that there is minimal variation for the accept and TP rates. More precisely, the acceptance rates are in the range of 95 % to 96 %, and the TP rates achieve 86 % to 87 % within the accepted decisions. For the simulation experiments we use a tolerance factor of $\tau = 0.01$.

**Decision Threshold ($\upsilon$).** The decision threshold $\upsilon$ defines the minimum required confidence to accept a decision. Figure 9 shows the distribution of confidence scores for adversarial and benign nodes considering a scenario where the adversary controls 50 nodes, all of which claim false locations. As we can see in the figure, both groups can be perfectly distinguished with a decision threshold of $\upsilon = 0.2$, as there is no overlap between both distributions. We thus choose this value for $\upsilon$.

### 5.5 Breaking Point of VerLoc

We have shown that VerLoc can reliably distinguish between manipulated and benign node decisions. This prevents adversarial success while maintaining a reliable verification and localization performance in situations where the adversary controls a limited percentage of nodes. However, we are also interested in identifying the breaking point of the system, i.e., the required amount of adversarial resources that degrades the performance of VerLoc to unacceptable levels. To this end, we gradually increase the fraction of adversarial control in the network (cf. Table 2). We observe:

- **Confidence Score Distribution.** An increasing number of adversarial nodes with false claimed locations introduces distortions in many measurements, and the manipulations lead to network-wide inconsistencies between claimed locations and reported timing measurements. Figure 10 shows how the confidence scores begin to overlap for benign and malicious nodes at 25 % compromise.
• False Positives. VerLoc begins to output FP results when reaching around a third of adversarial nodes with false location claims. While the adversarial success is limited in this setup (FP = 3), it indicates that at this point the adversary is capable of compromising the verification process to successfully claim false locations. Note that a FP only occurs when (1) the estimated zone \( \tilde{z}_i \) coincides with the zone that contains the location \( \text{loc}_i^A \) claimed by the adversary, and (2) the adversarial node has a confidence score larger than \( \upsilon \). A confidence score above \( \upsilon \) does not lead to a FP if the estimated and claimed zones do not coincide.

• False Negatives. False negatives do not compromise the system’s security directly but they have the risk of unfairly rejecting honest nodes from the system. Furthermore, an increasing FN rate indicates that VerLoc looses the ability to make reliable accept and reject decisions. We see that FN begins to increase when adversaries control 20 % or more of the network.

**Conclusion.** The confidence scores of VerLoc allow distinguishing true and false location claims. This protection mechanism is robust to adversaries that control up to about 20 % of nodes in the network while retaining high performance rates for all remaining honest nodes. Note that these results correspond to a network setup restricted to Europe, which is a challenging use case (§5.6).

### 5.6 Additional Threats

#### 5.6.1 Framing Benign Nodes

Instead of trying to successfully claim false locations (FP) for malicious nodes, the adversary can attempt to frame benign nodes as claiming a false location (FN) by, e. g., contributing timings that violate bounds and reduce the confidence score of an honest node. An adversary that controls a fraction \( \alpha = |A|/N \) of all the nodes is on average able to manipulate a fraction \( \alpha \) of an honest node’s reference measurements, in one of the two directions.\(^4\) This is in contrast with claiming false locations, where the adversary controls all the reference measurements in at least one direction, and a fraction \( \alpha \) in both directions.

An adversary that controls a fraction \( \alpha \) of a node’s references can *at most* lower the confidence score of the node by \( \alpha \), by making \( \alpha \cdot R \) measurements that would otherwise be within bounds to be out of bounds. Considering the results shown in Figure 9 for benign nodes, more than half the references of a node fail the bounds test in the absence of attack, meaning that the adversary in practice will be only able to lower an honest node’s score by less than \( \alpha \). Considering a threshold \( \upsilon = 0.2 \) for the confidence scores, an adversary has to control at least a fraction \( \alpha = 0.2 \) to start bringing down below \( \upsilon \) the confidence score of a non-negligible fraction of benign nodes.

Note that, because measurements are symmetric, a bounds violation in a pairwise measurement affects both nodes involved, and thus the scores of the adversarial nodes themselves become lower as they attack more targets, meaning that the adversary has to trade scalability with detectability of the attack.

#### 5.6.2 Strategic Locations for Adversarial Nodes

An adversary can improve the attack success by strategically positioning its nodes. For this strategic placement, two key characteristics can be exploited. First, zone verification errors where a node is believed to be in a different zone are more likely to occur in small zones, such that an error of less than a hundred kilometres is enough to shift the node to a different zone. Thus, an adversary placing the nodes in small zones can more plausibly claim that the observed discrepancies are due to natural network effects and noise rather than malicious manipulation. Within the localization constraints the adversary is subject to, placing the malicious nodes as close as possible to the border of the claimed zone increases the chances of adversarial success. Note that regardless of zone boundaries, it is always easier for an adversary to plausibly claim being at a nearby location rather than a faraway location.

Second, we investigate how the *directional diversity* of a reference set influences the accuracy of localization. In the best case, a node’s references are situated in all directions to provide the highest possible measurement diversity. To illustrate why directional diversity is important, consider a case where multiple measurements have a lot of noise (extra latency). If the noisy measurements come from opposite directions, the discrepancies are leveled out and VerLoc arrives at a good estimation. In contrast, noisy measurements from a single direction push the estimated target node further away from its actual location. In our experiments, 95 % of failed verification for nodes in Spain, which is located in the SW corner of Europe, are associated with a unidirectional distribution of references, whereas this issue appears related to just (malicious) objects. The variance of such distribution is low for a large \( R \), making it unlikely that the adversary controls much more than a fraction \( \alpha \) of references in a randomly chosen subset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claimed</th>
<th>Reject</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>FP</th>
<th>FN</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 %</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>815</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 %</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>756</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 %</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>691</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 %</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>627</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 %</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>555</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 %</td>
<td>335</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 %</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
20\% of nodes in Romania, which has a more central location in the continent. Therefore, an adversary can more plausibly claim that a failed verification is due to natural causes when claiming locations with less directional diversity. Note also that the adversary has more influence on VerLoc’s results for a node when it is the only reference providing measurements for that node from a certain direction.

The study of adversarial node positioning strategies to achieve concrete objectives under specific constraints is left for future work. Such further research may, for example, evaluate strategies for successfully convincing the network that a number of adversarial nodes are located within a specific country (that, e.g., has a strong rule of law and favorable legislation, which increases trust in those adversarial nodes), when they are actually located somewhere else that is at a certain distance; or strategies for downgrading the confidence score of specific targets among the honest nodes.

5.6.3 Adversaries in the underlying network

Network adversaries placed in between two nodes may intercept probes and respond to them, causing nodes to measure RTTs that are improbably small given the actual distance between them. Security can be strengthened towards such adversaries if the two nodes, who can authenticate each other using the public keys in the node descriptors, establish a shared secret \( s \) before exchanging probes, e.g., with an authenticated Diffie-Hellmann key exchange. Instead of simply copying the nonce in their response, nodes respond to probes with a hash of \( s \) concatenated with the nonce. A man-in-the-middle adversary who is physically between the two nodes cannot fake a shorter distance without access to \( s \). Note that the time required to compute this hash adds to the measured RTT and thus needs to be factored in when building the propagation model. If the hash computation time is highly variable from one node to another, this adds noise that may decrease localization accuracy; if on the other hand the hash computation time is rather constant across servers, it can be easily accounted for in the propagation model without an impact on localization accuracy.

Alternatively, a network adversary can always slow down probes it intercepts. Note that this gives no additional advantage to an adversary that controls one of the nodes involved in the probe, who already has the ability to slow down the probe at will; but it does enable the adversary to delay probes sent between honest nodes. The effect of such an attack is to lower the confidence score of honest nodes, who now appear to be far away from many other nodes, or even all other nodes if the adversary fully controls the network connection of the victim. Note that distinguishing such delays from natural transmission delays due to poor network conditions is non-trivial, as both effects cause a lower confidence score. We argue that this is an acceptable effect, as the confidence scores not only represent adversarial manipulations, but also take into account bad network conditions. In both cases the score represents a lower confidence in the localization result.

5.6.4 Compromised Broadcast Channel

VerLoc relies on two types of node information to produce results: node descriptors (containing IP addresses, claimed locations and public keys) and recorded measurements. We assume that node descriptors are always securely broadcast even in the absence of VerLoc, as otherwise it is easy to completely disrupt the network and any functionality it could offer, beyond VerLoc’s node localization features. Note that in Tor this information is included in a consensus document signed by all directory authorities, while in Nym it is collectively signed by validators and published in the blockchain. The recorded measurements are however specific to VerLoc and not broadcast already as part of basic network orchestration. Therefore, we can expect VerLoc implementations such as the one described in the next section, where recorded measurements are made publicly available in ways that are more susceptible to adversarial attacks. An adversary could, for example, show different measurement results to different participants by serving a different result files depending on the IP address of the requester. In this case participants may arrive to different conclusions regarding the localization of some nodes. We note that public web pages with node information such as those maintained by Nodes Guru\(^5\) make such attacks detectable, as participants may realize that their locally obtained VerLoc results do not coincide with results shared by others in public places. Thus, while such attacks are difficult to prevent in the absence of secure broadcast for measurements, they can be relatively easy to detect (and react to) given active community engagement, discussion and scrutiny of the system.

6 Experiments in the Wild

As final step we validate VerLoc with a real-world experiment where deployed nodes run a simplified prototype implementation.

6.1 Experimental setup

The simplified VerLoc prototype implementation was bundled with the Nym network’s mixnode code version 0.10.1, released on May 25th. Thousands of nodes are actively participating in VerLoc measurements and publishing new results every 12 hours. More precisely, a list of mixnodes with IP addresses of all nodes involved in the network is publicly available.\(^6\) Using these IP addresses, we can load the measurement results from a specific port directly at the node

\(^5\)https://nodes.guru/nym/nymworld
\(^6\)https://testnet-finney-explorer.nymtech.net/data/mixnodes.json
We have made publicly available the prototype implementation\(^7\) used to obtain the results shown in this paper. The prototype includes the main implementation of VerLoc and a fetch and parsing script to obtain the node measurements. Our results are therefore fully reproducible and the prototype is available to conduct further studies.

The implementation functions as follows. As part of Nym’s normal features (independently of VerLoc), mix nodes periodically download the full list of active nodes in the network, with their public keys and IP addresses. Nodes self-report location as part of their information, typically at the level of nearest town. In Appendix B we provide details on the quality of self-reported locations. A node that runs the VerLoc-enabled version of the software sends 200 ICMP echo requests to each of the other nodes in the network and records the measured RTT values. The minimum RTT per reference is made available at a defined port accessible through the node’s IP address. We crawl and parse these files to retrieve the measurements. We then locally run our Python scripts on that data to compute localization results. The main differences between the prototype version that is currently deployed and the full proposed VerLoc system are:

- The prototype does not publish the measured RTTs in a blockchain but instead makes them publicly available as json files.
- In the prototype nodes measure all (thousands) other nodes in the network rather than a subset of 40 to 80 references. This is to allow us to collect a larger dataset and perform a more thorough evaluation. A complete VerLoc implementation conducts fewer measurements (two orders of magnitude less) and thus generates much less data so that it is feasible to publish RTT measurements in a blockchain.

### 6.2 Results

At the time of submission (June 2021) there are 7469 individual nodes in the Nym network. After crawling, parsing, and filtering for nodes running the VerLoc-enabled version 0.10.1, we were left with 3460 nodes for our evaluation. The main ‘loss’ of nodes running the right software version is caused by problems parsing or mapping the self-reported locations. In the current prototype implementation, node operators provide location as a string that should be the name of a city. We then look up the name in a publicly available list of 26569 world cities. We use the coordinates of the center point of the city as an approximation of the node’s self-reported location. Unfortunately, the free text leads to parsing errors due to spelling mistakes and formatting issues. Furthermore, if nodes provide the name of a small place not in the list of world cities,

\[^7\text{https://github.com/katharinakohls/VerLoc}\]
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our current prototype cannot assign a reported location to the node. In a more advanced version of VerLoc, the self-reported location should be standardized, e.g., by providing numerical fields for reporting latitude and longitude instead of a free text field for the location name—or substituted altogether by GeoIP locations.

For comparison to the simulation results (§4) we select nodes in Europe that have a sufficient number of measurements, which results in a subset of 943 out of the 3460 nodes. The filtered dataset with 943 nodes contains 852870 individual measurements, with an average of 902 references per node. For each selected node, we randomly choose \(R\) of its references, discarding and re-sampling if we get a duplicate location already in the reference set. We then retrieve the corresponding measurements from the dataset.

We tested \(R = 80\) and \(R = 40\) and the median localization error differed by less than 0.5 km. The results show a median localization error of 60 km and an average of 178 km, which are better results than those obtained in the simulations (§4). The distribution of error is shown in Figure 11. Compared to Figure 7, it is more skewed, with a larger number of rather accurate localizations and a long tail of error. This performance improves when applying confidence scores (§5.4). Although we do not expect an active manipulation of measurements in the collected data set, self-reported locations may be grossly inaccurate in some cases. Confidence scores help filter out nodes with abnormally high rates of bad measurements. When adjusting the tolerance parameter \(\tau = 0.2\) and keeping the threshold \(\upsilon = 0.2\), two thirds of the nodes have confidence above the threshold. The median localization error for nodes with a confidence score \(c_i > \upsilon\) is 55 km, while the median error for nodes with a confidence score \(c_i < \upsilon\) is 256 km.

### 7 Overhead of VerLoc

VerLoc is intended for networks that already have a system for broadcasting node descriptors, so that this requirement does
not impose additional overhead as it piggy-backs on existing infrastructure. The network may also collaboratively generate a periodic random beacon for other purposes, or rely on an external source of randomness.

In terms of data broadcast, the overhead caused by VerLoc is given by the inclusion of RTT measurements in a blockchain. Each measurement contains an RTT and an identifier of the node being measured, which together can be encoded in 5 B: 20 bit for the node id of the reference being measured (for networks of up to 1 million nodes) and 20 bit for encoding the RTT with a granularity of 1 μs. Considering R = 40 references per node (shown to be sufficient in real-world experiments) this amounts to 200 B per node. The overhead scales linearly with the size of the network, e.g. for a network of ten thousand nodes, the broadcast data needed to run VerLoc amounts to 2 MB for the full network. If VerLoc runs once or twice a day this is a rather small overhead. A resource-efficient version of VerLoc can be limited to updating information and measurements only for nodes that have newly joined or that have updated their public key, self-reported location or IP address.

In terms of VerLoc’s pairwise communication overhead, each node must send 200 ICMP echo requests to 40 references, meaning it executes 8000 pings, once or twice a day. This overhead remains constant as the network grows and it is in practice negligible for the nodes. Using the measurement data made publicly available, the evaluation scripts can be run locally by everyone to obtain location verification results. Our current (non-optimized) Python scripts take less than 120 ms to compute the localization result for a node with 40 references.

8 Related Work

Delay-Based Geolocation. Different delay-based geolocation techniques [4, 15, 31, 33] exist for use cases like cloud storage [20] or the identification of hidden servers [10]. Such techniques overcome inaccuracies in existing databases [16, 37], and outperform WiFi positioning systems [53] or GPS-based approaches [22]. While prior studies emphasize the resilience of delay-based geolocation against simple manipulations [1,2,9,19,36,50], VerLoc is the first to protect against adversaries in a decentralized setting. Furthermore, prior approaches often rely on central authorities [21, 52]. In contrast to VerLoc, they depend on trusted information and do not consider targeted adversarial manipulations. Other network geolocation techniques include proxies [51], focus on achieving street-level granularity [50], or analyze the quality of the information in commercial geolocation databases [18].

Adversarial Localization in Other Contexts. Adversarial interference with location information is also relevant in other contexts. For example, prior work demonstrates privacy attacks that allow an adversary to localize and track mobile users based on public information [17, 28, 43]. In the context of GPS, spoofing attacks are a persisting problem due to the unencrypted and unauthorized transmission of information [23, 45, 47]. Several real-world incidents demonstrate the threat of such attacks [6, 38, 41, 42].

Distance Bounding. Distance bounding protocols are two-party cryptographic protocols that enable a verifier V to establish an upper bound on the physical distance to a (possibly adversarial) prover P [7]. Such protocols are typically designed for bounding distances in the order of metres (or even centimetres [39]) and are mainly concerned with dishonest provers and man-in-the-middle adversaries that try to fake a shorter distance between P and V [35]. In contrast, VerLoc is a decentralized multi-party protocol that relies on redundancy across dozens of measurements with randomly selected parties to infer geolocation on a map (rather than just focusing on establishing an upper bound on the distance between two parties), such that results are accurate enough even if some measurements are fabricated by the adversary. An accuracy in the order of tens of kilometres is in most cases good enough for verifying location at country-level granularity in a global or continental network.

9 Conclusion

We have introduced VerLoc, a decentralized protocol that uses timing probes between randomly assigned pairs of nodes to verify the geolocation of nodes in a network. VerLoc outputs an estimated most likely location, a verification decision on whether the node is in the claimed geographical area (e.g., country), and a score of the confidence of VerLoc on a node’s localization results. Low scores are indicative of poor network conditions or of active attack.

To configure VerLoc, we first conducted an empirical study where we measured real-world propagation timings. We used this information to create a propagation model that summarizes realistic transmission times and speeds as a function of the distance between the nodes. In a series of simulation experiments, we analyzed the performance of VerLoc in a non-adversarial setup and further tested its defensive capabilities in increasingly adversarial conditions. Our results show that VerLoc protects against false claimed locations even when up to 20% of nodes are malicious while providing correct location estimates for the remaining benign nodes in 90% of cases. Finally, we validated VerLoc with an experiment in the wild, where several thousand nodes run a VerLoc prototype. The real-world results show that VerLoc localizes nodes with a median error of 60 km and is thus suitable for verifying locations at country-level granularity.
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VerLoc requires a speed function to convert measured times to distances, since a simple speed constant does not accurately describe the relationship between the physical distance between two computers and the time it takes for data to be transmitted from one to the other via the Internet. The Internet speed function is in fact distance-dependent, with speeds being higher (and noise lower) for longer distances than for shorter ones.

We generate a propagation model with a rather simple method that we introduced in Section 2.2 and that we describe here in more detail. We note that a better propagation model can be generated with a larger and more diverse set of samples. A more sophisticated application of the propagation model can also take into account not just the distance between two nodes, but be finer-grained and account for their actual locations since similar distances can have different speeds depending on the underlying Internet connectivity between locations. While a better propagation model can further improve VerLoc’s performance, we have shown in this paper that the VerLoc concept works even with a simple model.

We note that building an accurate propagation model benefits from the use of trusted landmarks at known locations. Since this only needs to be done once before deploying VerLoc and then the model is a publicly known function (that can be used not just by VerLoc but by any system that wants to convert internet timings to distances), we argue that this does not introduce trusted parties in VerLoc’s operations.

A Propagation Model

VerLoc requires a speed function to convert measured times to distances, since a simple speed constant does not accurately describe the relationship between the physical distance between two computers and the time it takes for data to be transmitted from one to the other via the Internet. The Internet speed function is in fact distance-dependent, with speeds being higher (and noise lower) for longer distances than for shorter ones.

We generate a propagation model with a rather simple method that we introduced in Section 2.2 and that we describe here in more detail. We note that a better propagation model can be generated with a larger and more diverse set of samples. A more sophisticated application of the propagation model can also take into account not just the distance between two nodes, but be finer-grained and account for their actual locations since similar distances can have different speeds depending on the underlying Internet connectivity between locations. While a better propagation model can further improve VerLoc’s performance, we have shown in this paper that the VerLoc concept works even with a simple model.

We note that building an accurate propagation model benefits from the use of trusted landmarks at known locations. Since this only needs to be done once before deploying VerLoc and then the model is a publicly known function (that can be used not just by VerLoc but by any system that wants to convert internet timings to distances), we argue that this does not introduce trusted parties in VerLoc’s operations.

Setup

In order to build the propagation model, we measure the round-trip timings (RTTs) of transmissions between servers in 16 known different worldwide locations and 6042 relays of the Tor network. Between each pair of nodes we send 200 ICMP echo requests to derive the minimum RTT, the mean, and the standard deviation over all pings sent between the two servers. Along with these measured timings, we document the relays’ GeoIP locations. Note that while the GeoIP location cannot serve as reliable ground truth, it provides an approximate location for the majority of nodes [18, 51].

Of the 200 timing probes exchanged between a pair of nodes, we take the minimum measured RTT as that corresponds to the least noisy measurement sample for a connection. The same procedure is followed in VerLoc whenever two nodes measure each other: they exchange 200 probes and report the minimum measured RTT as best representative of the channel. This is because noise strictly adds (never subtracts) latency.

Dataset

Within this setup, we conducted a set of 1.8 million measurements within two days, and collected two smaller sets (60k and 30k) weeks later to verify that the RTT distributions were stable. Fig. 1 documents the measurements and the fitting function, which we later use in the simulation and prototype experiments. We sanitized our dataset by removing nodes for which the measurements indicate they announced a false GeoIP entry. In particular, we flag measurements that would imply a propagation speed faster than light. We keep measurements that are (significantly) slower than expected, as this can be caused by network delays. The speed of light is however a hard upper bound for transmissions, and thus nodes with excessively fast measurements can be safely removed.

B Quality of Self-Reported Data

The current prototype implementation of VerLoc deployed in Nym uses self-reported locations on a city level. This can only be an approximation of the exact node location, as we refer to the city center for the latitude and longitude of a node. Furthermore, we have no access to ground truth information to check the correctness of the self-reported location. To compensate for this, we compare the city-level information provided by the node operators with the GeoIP information related to the IP addresses of the nodes. Although this does not provide us with a trusted set of locations, it provides a sanity check and a general idea of the quality of the self-reported data.

In total, we test 1395 nodes of our real-world data set. This set represents the number of European nodes for which we successfully fetched GeoIP\(^3\) information. In this comparison, the median location error for all nodes, i.e., the distance between the GeoIP and the self-reported location is 7.11 km with a mean of 364.47 km. To account for the outliers, we then identify all nodes where the self-reported country and the GeoIP country contradict each other. In total we find 126

\(^3\)We use the Maxmind GeoLite 2 City data base, last updated on Sep 09 2021
(9.03 %) with conflicting countries. The median location error here is 1238 km with a mean of 3270 km.

Finally, we revisit the results of the prototype evaluation to identify possible sources of noise leading to verification failures. To this end, we focus on two main characteristics. First, we check for inconsistencies in the self-reported and GeoIP locations. Second, we look for VerLoc decisions in which a majority of slow timing measurements influenced the confidence score. We do so for both accepted and rejected nodes. Out of 32768 nodes in total (tested in 64 random repetitions), 26993 (82.38 %) nodes were accepted and 5775 (17.62 %) were rejected. Out of the rejected, 1664 (28.81 %) had a conflicting GeoIP location, and 3448 (59.71 %) used measurements of which a majority (more than 80 %) was unexpectedly slow. At the same time, only 832 (3.08 %) of all accepted nodes had a conflicting GeoIP location. Please note that these results can only represent a snapshot. Repeated runs of VerLoc allow to monitor node localization and verification over time in order to better assess whether a node is truthfully reporting its location. A node that consistently fails location verification should therefore appear as more suspicious than one that occasionally fails due to slow measurements. Such longitudinal analysis approach is however out of scope for the current version of VerLoc.
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